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“Followers keep sending questions and 
inquiries because they believe in doctor's 
knowledge, capabilities and professional 

role”

There may be 
merit in 

reviewing the 
content and 
method of 

dissemination of 
the guidelines

There is potential 
to align 

behaviour to the 
guidelines

A number of 
determinants 

potentially 
influence posting 

activity, 
particularly 

professional role 
and identity, and 

beliefs of 
consequences

The choice of 
social media 

platform depends 
on the nature of 

the post

Ethics approval 
in place
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Domains Frameworks 
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Recruited doctors and 
pharmacists active on social 

media

Interviews transcribed 
and analysed 
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Background
There is an accumulation of evidence that healthcare professionals are increasingly using social media to provide 
services to patients, share and disseminate information, and develop their professional skills1,2. 
Research originating from the Middle East is rare, and guidelines for healthcare professionals on the appropriate use 
have only recently emerged³.

Aim To explore the experiences, behaviours and associated behavioural determinants of healthcare professionals 
in Qatar regarding medically related social media use and recently issued national guidelines     

Method

Emerging themes at this 
stage relating to behaviours 
are
1. The choice of platform
2. Nature of posting varies 
with the intended use

Associated determinants align to 
several TDF domains  
1. Largely beliefs of consequences   

2. Professional role   

3. Social influences of others  

4. Behavioural regulation

Positive (rewarding) & 
negative (responses of 
others) experiences of 
social media use were 
described

Most were unaware of the 
specific content of the 
national guidelines

To date, recruited five doctors and five pharmacists

“I know that there are 
guidelines, but I haven't read 
them yet. I don't have a clue 

about precise, I think I have a 
general kind of idea”

“Pictures that I posted were taken negativity, although I was not posting like a 
female part. I mean, I never posted breasts photos, for example, or stuff like 
this, but some were seen negatively, and I just decided to stop it altogether”

“Social media platforms are oriented 
elsewhere. For example, Facebook is 

like family and friends, or Twitter is like, 
you know, associated with daily life and 
news for me. I, for example, I prefer to 
use LinkedIn because I feel it is more 

professionally oriented”

Inclusion criteria
1. Have a biography on Twitter, LinkedIn or Instagram which 

identifies themselves as a doctor or pharmacist 
2. Have at least 300 followers 
3. Post at least once per month, in Arabic or English, on any 

medically related topic. 
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Key findings

Conclusion

“This is for me to improve my 
communication skills, and you know I 
would love to spread the knowledge 

through the videos I make. People will send 
add requests once they realize that you add 

value through your SM account.”

“of course, anyone like to be proud of their 
achievements…as well as it can also be maybe a good 
encouragement for some of the younger pharmacists” “I'm governed by society and by the 

environment. We are in the Arab world, and I 
think I think we have to be careful with what 

kind of material we post”

“I received so many questions from a girl 17-18 years old 
saying her mom’s are against biotin, and she saw in my video 
and says this is interesting, ‘I want to use it for my hair, but my 

mom's not allowing me to use it from the pharmacy, can you 
please convince her’. He said, ‘my mom told me that if you are 
using it, and you are a pharmacist so that I can use it’. So you 
know people start to trust you because you are a pharmacist”
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